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Have you heard the news today?
Cup right hand next to ear, Hold open hands like newspaper
Scallywags on land and sea:
Swing right hand fist in front like a pirate
There's an overcoming grace...
Both hands up straight overhead, then bring down to sides making a big circle
For a scallywag like you, And a scallywag like me
Swing pirate fist, point to “you”, swing pirate fist, point to “me”

When we were drifting and lost Jesus found us at the cross
Right hand over eyes, search side to side, Make cross with arms in front of chest
Stand with me and sing... to Christ who died to set us free
Hands on hips, March feet together, Point up, bring hands towards the floor, then stand and open arms to each side

So I’ll wave my flag in surrender to Him
Right hand straight up, waving vigorously, both arms up and bring to chest in a fist,
For a scallywag, His love buried my sin
Swing your pirate fist, cross both arms over your chest, dig to the right with a shovel, throw dirt over shoulder
Yes, I’ll wave my flag, be a scallywag, for Him
Wave flag overhead, swing your pirate fist, point up to Sky!